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Club Corner 
 

10th September  Winchester Preservation Society. A talk by Capt. Skinner. 
8th October  The Folly Farm Private Collection. A Talk by Godfrey Fletcher - Curator 
8th November  Joint Barbecue/ Firework/ Bonfire party at Chichester Track £2.50 per Head. 
9th November  ‘Poppy Run’ - Armistice Sunday at Riverside from 10 O’clock 
12th November  Cock up Night! & Bits and Pieces Bring along all those not quite right bits!!! 
10th December  Christmas Buffet £2.50 

1998 
 

1st January  Frost Bite 
14th January  An Imaginary walk around Eling - covering the tide mill and shipbuilding of yesteryear 
   A talk by Joyce Kemish 
11th February  ‘A1’ Project - A talk with slides - By Bob Alderman. 
11th March  The uses of Loctite - Presentation by Jermy Downing. 
25th March  A.G.M. - Commences 7.30pm. 
4th&5th April  Two Day Spring Event 
8th April  ‘An Up to date Account’ - By a member of the ‘Lord Nelson Trust’ 
  
All meetings are held at The Royal British Legion, Manor Branch, Bullar Road, Bitterne, Southampton. 
On the second Wednesday each month at 8.00pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chairman    Secretary    Editor 
 Mr D. G.Batt    Mrs M.J. Batt    Mr Paul Clarke. 
 46 Vespasian Road   46 Vespasian Road   28 Conifer Road 
 Bitterne Manor    Bitterne Manor    Coxford 
 Southampton    Southampton    Southampton 
 SO18 1AZ    SO18 1AZ    SO16 5FX 
 
 
 
 
 
 All your eagerly penned articles for the next newsletter by the November Meeting please 
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Chairman and Secretary’s Chat 
  
This summer has been very hectic on all fronts. 
 The June meeting was our annual visit to Ropley Sheds and Barry turned up trumps yet again as he had 
the Franklin D in steam, Phil Harding (one of our members) stayed on for the evening as our fireman. We had a 
total of 54 members and their families in attendance and everyone had a footplate ride at some time during the 
evening. Our most sincere thanks to Barry and Phil for yet another very successful trip to Ropley. 
 The following Saturday, bright and early, we picked up the coach at Riverside for the annual club outing. 
This year it was to the Seaton Tramway and Pecorama Steam Festival. We were very lucky with the weather and 
from the feed back I think everyone enjoyed themselves. 
 The next Saturday saw the second Visit to the track from the Waterside Gateway Club and at least thirty 
of them arrived in the coach. It was good to see so many familiar faces and a few new ones too. We had one 
slight twenty minute hiccup when the heavens opened up but it didn’t dampen their enthusiasm, as they were 
soon back on the locos when it stopped raining. I have since received a letter from their group leader, who says 
that the word has spread and that next years visit could be a full coach load - we all look forward to seeing that. 
 At the beginning of July - luck was on their side this year - the sun shone all day for the annual visit from 
the Southampton Parent /Toddlers Association and it appears that over 120 families - approx 450 in all - were in 
attendance. I would like to thank our drivers and helpers for both of these occasions, for making the two events so 
enjoyable for all who participated. 
 The July meeting saw 27 members visiting the Bursledon Windmill - a most interesting evening for all of 
us - when you think how close we all are to it and it was the first time any of us had ever gone there. 
 The Guildford Traction Engine and Steam Rally was a good weekend - numbers were slightly down on 
last year, some 30 Southampton members visited over the two days. 
 Unfortunately we had to cancel the portable track event at Wallington due to loco problems. 
 We staged a smaller exhibition of models at Netley Marsh this year but it represented a large cross 
section of what model engineering is all about and it was a very good display. The 7¼” ground level portable track 
proved to be popular with the youngsters and we carried a 1000 passengers. We totally lost Saturday morning 
due to very heavy rain - but the rest of the weekend was fine. The lads in the exhibition marquee were kept very 
busy the whole time with a lot of questions being asked and lot of interest was shown in our models. Thanks lads I 
know it was extremely hot for you in there. 
 The second Saturday in August we had a visit from the Chichester Society - not as many of their 
members as usual, due to holidays, but it was a good turnout from both sides - and it was blisteringly hot ! ! !  
 The first Sunday in August was totally written off due to heavy rain so we had to wait till the following 
Sunday to achieve our gaol - during the afternoon we reached the total number of passengers we had carried at 
the end of the 96 season - and we still have some eight weeks of the season to go ! ! ! 
 Our August meeting was the third year we had a barbecue at the track and it was great to see so many in 
attendance. Our brand new chipper proved very popular with everyone and I believe we cooked over twenty 
pounds of chips during the course of the evening, plus all the usual beef burgers and hot dogs. 
 As already mentioned, we used a 7¼” ground level track at Netley Marsh this year - this was the first time 
that we had tried a ground level track at Netley Marsh. We used the spare set of points on the station end of the 
track to accommodate our two standby locos - also creating a lot of interest to passers by. The 200ft track can be 
assembled within 20 minutes, plus the packing, it all stows in its own trailer and when Jessie Moody saw how 
successful the track had proved over the weekend, he has now very kindly donated the track , complete with  
trailer , to the Society. Thank you Jess. It is our intention, during the winter months, to add a third rail to this track 
to enable it to be used by 5” gauge locos as well. The funding for the rail comes from the sale of  our 5” gauge 
portable track. Also this winter, we would like to members to put their thinking caps on to come up with a suitable 
design for a ground level driving trolley to enable the 5” gauge locos to be coupled up to the existing 7¼” rolling 
stock. Once the passenger running season is completed, we have the annual maintenance to be done. Most 
essential is the fitting of the gauge ties to the 3½”/ 5” raised track and the completion of the signal system. 

There will be a ‘jobs to be done’ board on display in the clubhouse, for all to see. 
 We have been asked to host the 1998 7¼” I.M.L.E.C.  trials at the track - possibly the  beginning of 
August date to be agreed shortly. Although this is billed as one day event, we shall extend our hospitality to those 
wishing to stay over to the Sunday. 
 Our annual joint venture with Chichester - the bonfire/firework/barbeque party takes place on Saturday 
November 8th Tickets £2.50 per head. This is a very worthwhile outing and if you decide to go down earlier in the 
same day the ladies do like to visit Chichester and the lads can steam up from 2 O’clock onwards. 
 The annual xmas buffet will again be by ticket only - £2.50 per head - as we can only accommodate 60 
people. I am trying something a little different this year - the committee have given permission to go to outside 
caterers. 
 Frost bite  - January 1st – here’s hoping that it  won’t be quite as ‘frosty’ as this year. Hot soup, mince pies 
and sausage rolls are the order of the day. 
 
Monica and Dave  
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For Sale 
Bambi Air Compressor. 
Mounted on two wheeled trolley complete with 50 litre bottle 
Two motors, quite running, (sounds like a frezzer, when running). 
Maximum working pressure 8 bar. 
Maximum working temp 70 deg C 
Minimum working temp -10 deg C 
Manufactured June 1994 
Overhauled by Bambi 1995 
Cost new approx £650 
For Sale £300 
Telephone best time evenings after 8 pm 
G.T. or B.P. Fletcher on 01703 893794, for more details. 
 

For Sale 
Myford ML 10 Lathe 
Complete with 
4” 3 Jaw and 4 Jaw chucks 
6” 4 Jaw chuck 4”Catch plate 
Fixed steady 
½” Drill chuck 
Centres plus Revolving Centre 
4 Way Tool Post 
All Electrics 
Myford ML7 stand Brand New 
can be used for ML10 
£1000  
Contact Paul Clarke on 01703 495125, for more details 
 

Loco for Sale 
 
5” Gauge 2-4-2 tender engine of freelance Anglo Canadian outline 
New Boiler 3 seasons ago, Made by Kingswood Boilers with current certificate 
Very good performer on the track and an ideal passenger engine with good capacity tender £3500 
For further details contact Nigel Gettings - 01722 782651 
 

 
 

The 1997 I.M.L.E.C. 
Reported by Merlin Biddlecombe. 

 
 As I mentioned in the last issue of our newsletter the 1997 I.M.L.E.C. was hosted by the Llanelli ME at 
their track in Pembry Park on July 12th %13th. 
 Marcia and I plus eldest son Ian visited our daughter Kerry on the Saturday a Llanelli which is about 8 
miles from the track so after some while with daughter I went to the track, not to bad for the weather cloudy, bright 
spells but warm. Sunday saw passing rain in the morning but had cleared by midday. A good selection of loco’s 
and some very interesting runs. I would imagine the track itself kept the drivers well alert. As I mentioned in the 
last newsletter the track about 1600 ft goes around the base of quite a steep hill to which there were some very 
good vantage points especially when the Leader class engine was making it’s run with 24 passengers. At the end 
of Saturday the Leader was in first place but on Sunday was beaten by a 5" Britannia. I have deliberately only 
mentioned the first and second places be cause I think that this event should firstly be reported professionally by 
the M.E. however I will just mention the Llanelli Model Club. A pat on the back to them must be in order if you 
realise that there are around 20-25 members and some of those are country members of which 14 active 
members. They first had to cut back into the bank to make a path around the club house and steaming bays to 
gain access to the base of the hill. Then a series of steps were renovated and some completely constructed at 
various places around the site. I will try and find out how high the hill actually is hopefully before I hand this to the 
editor. I am told that in all it took some 11 months to prepare for this event. On the day so to speak there were the 
trade stands to peruse and of course the Ladies serving the refreshments. The Llanelli Club chaps who were duty 
were all wearing a club maroon tee shirts and caps with yellow badges on same and I must say they looked smart 
and you were able to see them at a glance. 
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Parent and Toddlers Day 2nd July 
Reported by Merlin Biddlecombe 

 This seems to be an annual event and this year the weather was more than kind to them, quite warm. 
Unlike last year when it rained most of the time. The Library Bus and Double Decker Play Bus were in attendance 
and to me the play bus is a proper hands on effort you know the things water paints crayons plasticine etc, I had a 
peep through the window and watched the sheer enjoyment on the toddlers faces or was it paint ?(some of the 
things that you can look forward to ED). Inside the track were a lot of Parents and children doing various things 
including face painting which to watch is quite fascinating Whilst all of the various play things were happening the 
5” gauge and the 7¼” track was in full swing. Nine members arrived and 4 engines Don Cottle with ‘Comrie’ John 
Lloyd with his ‘Simplex’ Paul Clarke with ‘Onward’ and Bill Dwyer from Guildford. Everything was running so 
smoothly that I did not have much to do that was until some bright chap said put the kettle on I could murder a cup 
of tea so on went  Monica’s apron and a brew up commenced. Another task that surfaced whilst in the kitchen 
was warming up baby’s milk bottles, we model engineers are not just pretty faces you know. At about 12.30 to 
1.00 a short interval for a bite to eat and another cuppa. I suppose in hind sight at events like this one should jot a 
few notes down on the day as I have forgotten to say that was also had Brian Collyers 4” Burrell traction engine in 
steam also giving rides, so  chaps thanks to all who turned up I enjoyed it and I am sure everyone else did. 
 

11th Annual Rally of the M.S.R.V.S. 5th/6th July 
Reported by Ron Blizard 

 What would appear at the beginning of the week to be a wash out, as far as weather was concerned 
turned out to be a glorious weekend. The rally was held at Tewkesbury Rugby Club ground which was an ideal 
spot, being both flat and well drained it gave a suitable running surface. There was approximately 60 engines 
present ranging from 2” to 6” scale traction engines and lorries The Saturday started as normal, bright and early, 
with everyone doing their own thing and sorting out documentation. First event of the day being a grand parade at 
12.30. As the rally was held on the same day as the local carnival, the larger engines were invited to join the 
procession. This proved to be a wise idea as this doubled the number of entrants. As an extra, to give the rally 
more depth, a youth marching band on Saturday and a dog agility team on Sunday gave us a demonstration of 
their prowess. The Whole Weekend proved to be a great success even though my engine refused to run unless 
given a lot of attention. Still, come the next rally, who knows I might get some luck just like Damon Hill. 
 

Day visit to Pecorama via The Seaton Tramway 
Reported by Nigel Gettings 

 Jane and I arrived at Riverside Park from Salisbury, joining the gathering group ready for departure of the 
coach, this being the annual society day out. Boarding the coach a little late, (did the driver loose his way?) we 
were off for our first scheduled stop by special request at Bridport , for coffee or tea and a leak, not necessarily in 
that order. On arrival at in Seaton, most went for the trip along the tramway to Colyton, with time allowed for a 
lunch stop at a pub (more food and drink) before having to be at the coach for the last leg to Beer. ‘The Seaton 
Tramway’ of 2ft 8ins gauge, was laid on the former Seaton Branch, Running from Seaton Junction (formally 
known as Colyton Junction) to the coastal resort of Seaton. The original terminus now has a factory on the site. 
The tram terminus is a new complex with the start of the run following the River Axe and some good bird spotting 
for those that enjoy bird watching. Jane and I decided to walk into Seaton, visiting a coffee shop followed by a 
breath of sea air along the front. The remaining journey to Beer and Pecorama (Beer Heights Railway) was 
uneventful but an interesting feature of this site is the steep ascent to the car parks. Once at the top a good 
panoramic view of the coastal waters is for all to see. It was approximately 10 years since I last visited the railway 
when relatives lived in the area, so quite a change had taken place. For those that are not familiar with this railway 
a short description will now follow! Peco Manufactures track for model railways for scales up to gauge 1 the shop 
at Beer also sells locos, rolling stock and buildings everything for the railway modeller. Needless to say the track 
work on the 7¼” railway is first class. Trains leave the station (which is a terminus) to travel through various 
cuttings and tunnels, around part of a field giving further views of the coast and then back, traversing some of the 
trackwork again, arriving at the station, where the loco uncouples from the stock, runs forward to the turntable to 
be turned, coming down the adjacent road. On this day due to the heavy service, locos were being shunted to the 
sidings after being turned, waiting for their next turn, giving drivers a fifteen minute break. 98% of engines were of 
Narrow Gauge outline with just a handful of standard gauge examples running at times. With this type of line 
being very much a commercial enterprise, the robust narrow gauge would prove the favourite. Signalling on the 
railway is colour light, and where the track is bidirectional, a staff system is used. If I remember correctly, 45 
members came on this trip and so meeting one another during our stay was an ongoing process, which was good. 
The top field accommodated the model traction engines, mostly to 4” scale and to the Foster design. This has 
become a popular model now, I believe taking over from the 4½” scale Burrell originally produced by Plastows. 
Also in attendance were approximately half a dozen 12” to the foot types. I cannot remember the exact 
prototypes, An Advance roller, agriculture engines and I think one road engine. The trip back was uneventful, 
(cannot remember anything so it must have been!) with all departing at Riverside Park. I can think of one person 
saying that he was going to the club or was it pub? Before going home, did he do this? I must thank Monica for 
arranging a smashing day out and keeping us all together during the day, buying tickets, taking our money! And I 
hope that you enjoyed it also and were not too tired at the end of it! - Thank you. 
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Editors Note 
Please note that articles have been received from Robin Wallace-Simms and Dicky Dore. Unfortunately both 
require pictures or charts to make them really make any impact. And due to holidays and yet more new computer 
software to learn, time has not been on my or Barry’s side. They will hopefully be in the next issue. It would help if 
articles were received when written and not saved up. It is however very satisfying to get articles from new 
people. Please keep up the good work. 
 

Notes from the Committee Meetings 
Supplied by Ron Bray 

Matters Arising 
 A new member had a boiler test carried out on a model which appears to be the property of someone else 
- personal insurance will need to be taken out and also by any other person wishing to drive the model. 
Correspondence 
 Newsletters received from Birmingham, Harrow and Wembley, Guildford and Southern Federation. 
Bournemouth Society have become Ltd under the companies act. 
 Treasurer’s Report 
 Society now has a new account - Community Account - Which is interest bearing and free of charges. 
Monies paid out include expenditure on coal stocks, lifting machinery, railway tickets and track rent as well as the 
usual small expenditures. 
Membership Secretary 
 To date the Society has 151 members. 
Social Secretary 
 January meeting will hopefully be by the R.N.L.I. 
7¼” Gauge 
 Point locks should not be left on when track is not in use. Posts still needed for the gates. Trolleys still 
need to be completed with Vacuum brakes. A sign is to be put at ticket office drawing attention to sparks, heat 
and oil from locomotives. Yellow lining now complete on platform, Zig - Zag yellow lines to be painted between 
tracks, bringing attention to personnel standing between the lines. Hose pipes need to be hooked up to stop dirt 
encroaching into tenders. Sensor on swing bridge now in place. Two signals need to be wired in and also the bar 
near the ticket office. 
A.O.B. 
 It is proposed that the 1998 Official outing should be to the West Somerset Railway. It is commented that 
the grass at the track site is not being cut - we should speak to the council. Perhaps it would be possible to 
encourage new members to assist with Sunday running. 
 

How I was Trapped by Steam Loco’s. 
by Brummie Bill 

 Like most boys I flirted with train spotting. During one of my flirtations I was put into hospital with a 
recurring ear infection, after spending six weeks there I was sent home with my ear bandaged up. After the first 
week the doctor said I could go out to the park to get some fresh air. As my mother worked she put me on trust to 
go to the park on my own, but Bill being Bill all bandaged up plus a pocket full of unspent pocket money. I got as 
far as Winson Green railway station looking around to make sure no body could ‘grass on’ me. I bought a six 
penny ticket to Birmingham New Street. After spending an hour on platform 1 I decided to go over to Snow Hill 
Station to see what the G.W.R. were about, I got my 1d [platform ticket and headed for platforms 3 & 4 as I could 
see a loco right down the end. I got there as fast as I could as I didn't want to miss a cop, and there it stood the 
most talked about loco on the Great Western No 6000 King George the Fifth. As I stood looking at it the driver 
was looking out of the cab. Whether he took pity on me stood there all bandaged up or he was just in a good 
mood, he beckoned me over he looked around the next thing I knew he was helping me up to the foot plate he 
stood me in the corner put his finger to his lip, signalling to keep quiet. Before I knew what was happening he 
sounded whistle and we were moving out past the points there was frenzy of activity then he sounded the whistle 
and we were moving back wards through Moor Street tunnel and into the sidings at Moor Street, there was 
shouting as he slowly reversed there was a clang and a huge hiss of steam more shouting then more activity a 
whistle and we were moving forward out of the sidings through Moor Street  tunnel to the far side of Snow Hill, 
stopping and backing into Snow Hill. The driver winked at me I thanked him and the fireman; he looked around 
then helped me back down to the platform. I stood there completely hooked!  
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